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RANK-REVEALING QR FACTORIZATIONS
AND THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION

Y. P. HONG AND C.-T. PAN

Abstract. T. Chan has noted that, even when the singular value decomposi-

tion of a matrix A is known, it is still not obvious how to find a rank-revealing

QR factorization (RRQR) of A if A has numerical rank deficiency. This pa-

per offers a constructive proof of the existence of the RRQR factorization of

any matrix A of size m x n with numerical rank r. The bounds derived

in this paper that guarantee the existence of RRQR are all of order yfñr, in

comparison with Chan's 0(2"~r). It has been known for some time that if A

is only numerically rank-one deficient, then the column permutation n of A

that guarantees a small rn„ in the QR factorization of All can be obtained by
inspecting the size of the elements of the right singular vector of A correspond-

ing to the smallest singular value of A . To some extent, our paper generalizes

this well-known result.

0. Introduction

We consider the interplay between two important matrix decompositions:
the singular value decomposition and the QR factorization of a matrix A. In
particular, we are interested in the case when A is singular or nearly singular.
It is well known that for any A e Rmxn (a real matrix with m rows and

« columns, where without loss of generality we assume m > n) there are
orthogonal matrices U and V such that

(o.i) c/T^F=[o

where Z is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements:

X = diag(tTi, <x2,...,<7„).

We assume that ax > a2 > ■ • • > an > 0. The decomposition (0.1) is the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of A, and the <t, are the singular values of A. The
columns of V are the right singular vectors of A, and the columns of U are
the left singular vectors of A . Mathematically, in terms of the singular values,
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A has rank r (or nullity (n-r)) if and only if ar > 0 and ar+x =0. However,

computationally, when ar+x is not exactly equal to zero but ar+x = O(p), and

if or » <7r+i, where p is the machine precision and "»" means that there

is an obvious magnitude gap between ar and ar+x, we may say that A has

numerical rank r, or has numerical nullity (n-r) (see Definition 1.1). In many

applications, for a given matrix A, it is desirable to find the numerical rank
[8, 21]. Currently, the SVD is the most reliable, though expensive, numerical
method for determining the numerical rank of a matrix.

An alternative, more practical method is QR factorization with column piv-
oting, a method proposed by Golub in the mid-sixties [9]. It is much cheaper
than the SVD and useful in many applications such as solving rank-deficient
least squares problems [3, 11]. The method consists in using a column pivoting
strategy [9] to determine a permutation matrix n such that All = QR is the
QR factorization of AU, with ß e lmx" satisfying QjQ = 7„ and the upper

triangular matrix R partitioned as

where Rxx e Wxr and R22 is small in norm (we hope). If, say, HJÎ22II2 = O(p),

then from the fact that ar+x < \\R22\\2 (see Lemma 1.2) we conclude that the
original matrix A is guaranteed to have at most numerical rank r.

The QR factorization of AU, where n is a permutation matrix chosen to
yield a "small" R22 , is referred to as the rank-revealing QR (RRQR) factoriza-
tion of A [6] (this is stated more precisely in Definition 1.3). While the RRQR
factorization is another possible way to detect the numerical rank of a matrix,
besides the SVD, the column pivoting strategy, unfortunately, does not always
work. A well-known counterexample by Kahan [14, Example 3.1] shows that.

There are other strategies for finding an RRQR factorization of a matrix [2,
6, 8, 15, 16, 17, 20], but most of them either simply fail to overcome Kahan's

example, or provide no rigorous a priori bound for ||7\22||. Chan [6] proposed
an algorithm (similar ideas were independently proposed by Foster [8]) that
does guarantee an RRQR factorization of A if A has low numerical nullity; in
particular, Chan's algorithm works well for Kahan's example. It may work well
in practice even when the numerical nullity is high, but not provenly so, since
the bound derived in [6] is an exponential function of the numerical nullity.

Unlike other matrix decompositions that have been studied for centuries,
there are still two fundamental unsolved questions that arise in the RRQR fac-
torization. First, does there always exist a permutation matrix n such that
AH = QR is an RRQR factorization of A if the numerical rank of A is
known? Second, if the permutation exists, how do we find it economically and

reliably? Our paper gives an affirmative answer to the first question.
Our approach begins with the pioneering work of Golub, Klema, and Stewart

[10]. Assume that the SVD of A having numerical rank r is known with
V = [Vx, V2] in (0.1), where the columns of V2 e R"x ("-'') are the right singular
vectors corresponding to the smallest singular values ar+x, ar+2, ... ,an. It

has been observed in [10] that the permutation matrix n which determines
an RRQR factorization of A is closely related to the selection of an (« - r)-
by-(« - r) submatrix of V2 having a maximum smallest singular value among
all submatrices of V2 of the same size.   However, the only proven result in
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this regard relates to the case when A has numerical rank-one deficiency. In
this case, V2 is just a right singular vector v„ corresponding to the smallest
singular value a„. It is then easy to show (see §1) that the permutation n

such that |(nTv„)„| = ||v„||oo is the one that guarantees |r„„| < \fñan, where
ATI = QR is the QR factorization of AU. When the numerical nullity of A is
greater than one, similar bounds on H.R22II2 (or II-K22II/O > which guarantee an
RRQR factorization of A, are not known. We shall establish such bounds in

the general case.
It turns out that the selection of the submatrix with the maximum smallest

singular value suggested in [10] can be replaced by the selection of a submatrix
with maximum determinant. More precisely, if the SVD of A is known (in
particular, if the matrix V2 is known), we show that the permutation matrix
n =: [üi, U2] such that |det(njF2)| is maximum among the absolute val-
ues of the determinants of all possible (« - r)-by-(« - r) submatrices in V2,
guarantees an RRQR factorization of A. Nevertheless, our results are strictly
theoretical; they offer no practical RRQR factorization algorithm since, if the
SVD is known, there is no need to find an RRQR for revealing the numerical

rank.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives basic notation

and definitions as well as some preliminary results. Section 2 presents the main
theorems. Section 3 illustrates the main theorem with numerical examples. In
the final section, we state several remarks.

1. Preliminaries

1.1. Notation and basic concepts. In this section we define the notation used

throughout this paper. We also define what we mean by the numerical rank and

the RRQR factorization of a matrix A. We assume that all the matrices and
vectors in this paper are real, but most results can be easily extended to complex

numbers.

Notation.

- Oi(A), the singular values of the matrix A in descending order,

- Omm(A), the smallest singular value of A ,
- Se(W), the set of all «-by-« submatrices of W e Rmxn  (m>n),

- Pn , the set of «-by-« permutation matrices obtained by permuting the

columns of the unit matrix In ,
- @m t „ , the set of w-by-« matrices with orthonormal columns,
- Rxx, Rx2, R22, the blocks of R, an upper triangular matrix, when R

is partitioned as R =    Q" R]2\ >

- G(i'), a principal submatrix of a square matrix G with the ith row
and ¿th column of G deleted,

- det(G), the determinant of a matrix G,
- G y 0, G t. 0, the matrix G is positive definite, positive semidefinite,

respectively,
- (G)ij, (G)i- , (G)x : ij , the (i, j) element, the z'th row, and the first

five entries of the jth column of a matrix G, respectively.

Bold lower-case letters denote vectors, || • H2 is the Euclidean norm of a vector
or the spectral norm of a matrix, and || • \\f is the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
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Now we define what we mean by the numerical rank of a matrix.

Definition 1.1. A matrix AeRmxn (m > n) is said to have numerical rank r if

(1.1) Or >(Jr+X = 0(ß) ,

where ax > a2 > • • • > an > 0 are the singular values of A, and p is the

machine precision.

Here we use the notation "a » b" to indicate that "a is much larger than b."
An alternative definition of numerical rank is given in [8, 10]. For simplicity, we
do not impose two constants to specify the "gap" between a and b, as in [10];
but our definition is equivalent to the one called "numerical rank (S, e, r)2"
in [10] with or > S > e > ar+x, if the notation "»" is specified by a pair
of constants, S and e. We thus have two concepts of rank: the ordinary
rank (which we sometimes call the exact rank), and the numerical rank. For
simplicity, we do not give the full name of the rank when it is clear from the

context which one we are referring to.
To define the RRQR factorization of a matrix A, we need the following

lemma.

Lemma 1.2. If A = QR is the QR factorization of A e Rmxn   (m > n), with

R =
0  Rn

and Rxx eRrxr, and if

(1.2) (Tmm(Rii)>\\R22\\2 = 0(p),

then A has numerical rank r.

Proof. Let ax > • • • > an be the singular values of A . From the singular value

interlacing property [13, p. 417], it is easy to show that

(1.3) ar > ffminCRll)

and

(1.4) P22II2 > <Tr+l -

Thus,

Or > <W-Rll) » HÄ22II2 > <7r+l = O(p) ,

and the lemma is proved.   D

Because of Lemma 1.2, the following definition of an RRQR factorization

of a matrix A is justified (see also Remark 1 below).

Definition 1.3. Assume that a matrix A eRmxn   (m > n) has numerical rank

r   (< n).   If there exists a permutation II e Pn such that AU has a QR

factorization AU. = QR with R = Ri\ R\2

0     *22
Tin 6lrxr,and

(1.5) *min(*ll)>> 11*22 Il2 = 0(/l),

then the factorizaton AU = QR is called a Rank-Revealing QR factorization

(RRQR) of A.

This definition poses conditions on both blocks Rxx and 7*22. This is con-
sistent with Definition 1.1. Once the n is found such that the corresponding
R satisfies (1.5), the numerical rank of A is revealed.
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By definition, for given A and r, the question of whether a QR factorization
of AU is an RRQR factorization is decided solely by the values of <7min(.Rii)
and IIÜ22II2 corresponding to the n chosen. We know that the QR factorization
of A (or AU) is unique (up to the signs of rows of R) when A (or AU) has

full rank. In this case there is only one pair of <7min(7iii) and H.R22II2 f°r
each n chosen. When A is singular (exact rank-deficient), however, the QR
factorization of AU is no longer unique in general. In this case, does it still
make sense to use the values of <7min(*n) and HÄ22II2 to define the RRQR

factorization of AI Will different n generate different pairs of amXTi(RxX) and
II-K22II2 (andif so, how many different pairs of C7min(i?ii) and HÄ22II2 are there
for fixed A and r) ? The following two remarks answer these questions.

Remark X. For fixed A, r, and n, if ffmin(-Rn) ̂  0, the values of amin(Ru)

and H.R22II2 are uniquely determined by the QR factorization of AU even
though the QR factorization may not be unique.

Proof. Assume A is a singular matrix. Suppose that

Rx2
R22

AU=Q Rn
0

= 2*0* R12)

R22J

are two different QR factorizations of AU. Then

(1.6)

-KTi-Kii R]xRi2
R]2Rn   Rj2Rn + Rj2Ri2

'_T —

rIr
—T —

*il*1211-^11

RX2RXX   RX2R12 + R22R22
= nT^T^n.

_ _t _
Clearly, amin(Rxx) = cmia(Rii). Since R]~XRXX = RXXRXX y 0, the upper

triangular matrices Rxx and Rxx are equal up to the signs of rows. Now,
comparing the (1, 1)- and (1, 2)-blocks of (1.6), and using the nonsingularity

of Rxx and Rxx, we obtain RX2RX2 = Rj2Ri2 ■ Comparing the (2, 2)-blocks

in (1.6) then gives RJ2R22 = R22R22, hence HÜ22II2 = H-R22II2 •   □

Remark 2. Let A = Q [ ̂ ' ^   be a QR factorization of A with amin(Rxx)^0.

Suppose that n = ["'M e P„ with Ux e Pr and n2 e P„-r ■ If

AU = Q Rn
0

Tin
R22

is any QR factorization of /in, then (TmXn(Rxx) = amin(Rxx) and HÍÍ22II2 =

P22II2.

Proof. For
RXXUX    RX2U2

0       R22U2
AU = Q

there exists an orthogonal matrix Q' -

AU = QQ'

Q\ 0
0   02

such that

R'u   R'12
0     R',22
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is a QR factorization of AU, where (Öi)T^iini = R'xx and (Ö2)T*22n2 =
R'22 ■ By Remark 1 the conclusion of this remark is now obvious.   Q

Notice that the restriction <7min(*n) ̂  0 in Remark 1 does not conflict with
Definition 1.3 since, when crmin(*n) = 0, the corresponding QR factorization

cannot be an RRQR one. From Remark 2, for fixed A and r, if <7min(*ii) 7^ 0

for all n € Pn , then there exist at most C(n, r) = «!/(« - r)\r\ distinct pairs

of values of rjmin(*n) and 11*22112 • If for some n, rjmin(*ii) = 0, it does

not matter which H.R22II2 we choose, since the corresponding QR is not an
RRQR. Therefore, according to Remark 2, the maximum number of different

QR factorizations needed to obtain an RRQR of A (if it exists) is C(n, r)
(not «!) if we know the numerical rank of A is r. This is consistent with the
fact that there are only C(n, r) different r-by-r submatrices in V2 when we

inspect either their smallest singular values or absolute determinant values to

obtain a permutation that guarantees an RRQR of A. This fact is also quite
useful when we try (cf. §3) to exhibit all possible QR factorizations of a given
matrix for different permutation n. (Remark 2 also justifies the suggestion
of using so-called cyclic permutations [6] when one wishes to keep the original

sparsity structure in seeking an RRQR.)
A final note on Definition 1.3 concerns the matrix norm used in the definition.

Since all finite-dimensional matrix norms are equivalent, it is not necessary
to use the 2-norm here. Often more useful is the Frobenius norm. Noting

that ||M||2 < \\M\\F for any matrix M, one can easily see that the following
definition is an alternative to Definition 1.3.

Definition 1.4. Assume that a matrix A e Rmxn   (m > n) has numerical rank

r (< n). If there exists a permutation matrix n e P„ such that AU has a QR
Rn R\2

0  R22.
factorization AU = QR with R = Rxx eWxr,and

(1.7) ^rr» H*** Wf = o(p),
11*11 \\F

then the factorization AU = QR is called a Rank-Revealing QR factorization
(RRQR) of A.

Lemma 1.2 shows that a gap between amiD(Rxx) and H.R22II2 implies a gap

between ar and ar+x. In this paper, our main goal is to show the converse, i.e.,

a gap between ar and ar+x implies a gap between <Jmin(Rxx) and ||*22||2-

1.2. Preliminary results. It has been noticed [10] that the permutation n that

may lead to an RRQR factorization of A is closely related to a certain selection
of a subset of rows of a matrix whose columns are the right singular vectors
corresponding to all near-zero singular values of A : one chooses a number
of rows equal to the number of near-zero singular values in such a way that

the resulting square matrix has maximal smallest singular value. The following
theorem explains why and how the permutation and the smallest singular value
of a selected subset of the rows are related. We note that the inequality (1.8)
has appeared in [10] in a slightly different form.

Theorem 1.5. For any matrix A e Rmx" (m > n), suppose that AU = QR

is the QR factorization of AU with some U e Pn. For any positive integer r
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(< «), let R = ^' *12 be a partition of R, where Rxx e Rrxr. Then the

following inequalities hold:

(1-8) ffmin(Äll) >ffmin(IÏÏVi). Or(A),

(1.9) ||*22||2< * .Of+i(A).
^min(H¿ V2)

It is assumed here that U = [Ux, n2] and V = [Vx, V2] with UX,VX e Rnxr,

where UTA V = I is the SVD of A. Moreover, there holds

(1.10) omin(UjVx) = amin(UJV2).

Proof Let [Ox ,Û2] = Û = UÏ, where Ux e Rmxr. Thus AV = Û or A =

Ux F¡T + 02 V2T . It is easy to check that

aminci) = a^UxV^Ux + Û2V2TUX)

> o-min(t>i VXTUX) > fJmin(L>,) • amin(UjVx).

On the other hand, rjmin(^ni) = crmiD(Q[RQ ]) = omin(Rxx), and omin(Ûx) =

ar(A). Thus, inequality (1.8) is proved.

Observe that
g*nTF2 = ^nnTF2 = a v2 = u2.

It is easy to check that

Or+X(A) = \\Û2\\2 = ||*nTF2||2 > 11*22^^112 > \\R22\\2 ' O^U^).

Thus, inequality (1.9) is also true. Now notice that the orthogonal matrix UTV
can be partitioned as

Tv_\ujvx   UjV2]

According to the C-S decomposition theorem [11, p. 77], equation (1.10) is
immediate.   D

Inequalities (1.8) and (1.9) may now be written as

(1.11) Omin(Rll) > pOr(A)

and

(1.12) ||*22||2<^<W^),

where p = amin(U]Vx) = (Tmin(UjV2).

Remark 3. In Theorem 1.5, if V is replaced by V P1 ^ 1 , where Zx e Rrxr

and Z2 e ]R("-'')X ("-'') are orthogonal matrices, one can easily verify that the
corresponding inequalities still hold. In particular, if V2 is replaced by any
orthonormal basis of the column space of V2, the numerical null space of A,
Theorem 1.5 is still valid.   D

Theorem 1.5 is important since it provides us with a mechanism for identify-
ing the possible candidates of n which may guarantee an RRQR factorization
of A. To explain this, we introduce some additional notation. Let W e rf„ _,
with « > r, and let 5C(W) be the set of all r-by-r submatrices of W. If we
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order these submatrices in some way (for example, using lexicographical order
according to the row indices in the original matrix W) as WX,W2, ... ,WP ,
where p = C(n, r), we can define a vector in Rp by

(1.13) a(W) = (amin(Wx),Gmin(W2),... , (Jmin(Wp))J.

For all W e cf„tr, if one could show that infiy6¿?n^(IM^OIU) is a number

not too small, say O(yfTfn), then according to Theorem 1.5 the existence of an

RRQR factorization is guaranteed by choosing a fi e P„ such that amiD(Û]Vx)
is maximum among all possible r-by-r submatrices of Vx (at the same time

^minifljli) is maximum among all possible (« - r)-by-(« - r) submatrices of

V2), since then

(1.14) p = amin(ÛJVx) = amin(UT2V2) >   inf (\\<r(W)\U.
W £c7n f r

Note that we need to consider only C(n, r) elements in P„ as candidates of

Il, since permuting the rows of a matrix will not change the singular values
of the matrix. This fact is consistent with Remark 2. We define the following

function of « and r :

(1.15) X(n,r)=:   inf (\\<r(W)\U.

From the C-S decomposition theorem one easily sees that

(1.16) x(n,r) = x(n,n-r).

Thus, the existence of a permutation, which guarantees an RRQR factoriza-
tion for an arbitrary matrix A with numerical rank r, depends entirely on the
value of xin> r) ■ Therefore, the rest of this paper is devoted to obtaining the
value of /(«, r), or a sufficiently sharp lower bound for it. When r = X or

r = « - 1, this is trivial.

Lemma 1.6. Let veR" and ||v||2 = 1. Then

X(n,n- X) = x(n, 1) = „¡pf.dMU = UVñ.
IMb=l

Proof. It is clear that ||v||oo > X/y/ñ for each v € R" with ||v||2 = 1, since

otherwise v¡ < X/y/ñ for each i, giving ||v||2 < 1. On the other hand, the

vector (X/y/ñ,..., X/y/ñ)1 achieves the lower bound X/y/ñ.   G

From this lemma and Theorem 1.5 we immediately have the following corol-

lary for the rank-one deficient case (r = n - X).

Corollary 1.7. For any matrix A e Rmxn (m > n), there exists a permutation

Ue P„ such that AU has a QR factorization AU = QR with

ffmin(*n)> -j=an-x(A)   and   \rnn\ < sfñon(A),
V«

where i?u e E(""|)x("-1'. If \„ is the right singular vector associated with

an(A), the permutation U is given by |(nTv„)„| = Hv^Hoo. Moreover, if A is

numerically rank-one deficient, the QR factorization of AU is guaranteed to be

an RRQR of A.

Corollary 1.7 was first pointed out in [10]. It is also the backbone of Chan's
algorithm [6]. However, even for the rank-two deficient case, not to mention
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the general case, much more effort is required to obtain the value of x(n, tr)
or a sufficiently sharp lower bound for it. The following result addresses the
rank-two deficient case, but its lengthy proof is deferred to the Appendix.

Lemma 1.8. Let V eefnt2. Then

X(n,n-2) = X(n,2)=   inf (\\o(V)\U
V€<?„,2

>y/{2-V2y/{^2)/(n-l))/n.

Correspondingly, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1.9. For any matrix AeRmx"   (m > n), there exists a Ue Pn such

that AU has a QR factorization AU = QR with

and

<Tmin(*n) > \/(2 - V2^/(h~^2)/(n - X))/n ■ an-2(A)

II*22|J2<^= -On-ljA),
J(2-V2y/(n-2)/(n-X))/n

where Rxx e R("-2)x("-2). if v2 = [v„_i, v„], where v„_i and v„ are the right
singular vectors associated with a„-X(A) and a„(A), respectively, the permu-

tation matrix U is given by a^^U1 V2)n_x -.n,n-i :n = IM^IU • Moreover,

when A is numerically rank-two deficient, the QR factorization of AU is an

RRQR of A.

The proof of Lemma 1.8 exhibits the difficulty of obtaining sharp lower
bounds for the function x(n, r) directly, even when r = 2. In the next section,
we will use a different approach to prove the existence of an RRQR factorization
of a matrix having any numerical rank.

2. Existence theorems for RRQR factorization

By Theorem 1.5, the existence of an RRQR seems to be closely related to the
smallest singular values of the submatrices of a matrix whose columns form an
orthonormal basis for the numerical null space of A . In this section, we show
that the determinants of these submatrices are alternative parameters which
allow us to identify the permutation matrix that guarantees an RRQR. In fact,

we show that the submatrix having the largest determinant in absolute value
also has a large enough smallest singular value, provided the submatrix is chosen
from a matrix with orthonormal columns. The following lemma will lead to our
main theorem.

Lemma 2.1. Let V e (fn,r  (n > r). If

'fiin =
n2j

G Pn (It € Rrxn)

is a permutation matrix such that |det(n2F)| = m.a\V'e3'(V) |det(K')j, then the

following inequality holds:

det (7(/') ^
2.1 max y ' < « - r + X,

l<i<r    dettr

where G = (Û2V)(Û2V)r.
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Proof. Let &{V) = {Vx, V2, ... , Vp) , where p = C(n,r) = n\/(n - r)\r\, be
the set of all different r-by-r submatrices of V . Since rank(F) = r, there exists
a nonsingular matrix F* e &(V) such that |det(K,)| = maxi<,<p |det(^)| # 0.

Consequently, there must exist a permutation fi = n
n2J

suchthat n2F= V,

Let UV =: V, and Q e Rrxr be an orthogonal matrix such that

VQ =
V\2\

=: V

and V[2\ is an upper triangular matrix.

From VTV = QTVTUTñVQ = Ir, which is the r-by-r unit matrix, we know

that V G tfn <r. In particular, the 2-norm of the vector

/    Sx    \
s2

(V):l = Sn-r+1

0

V   o   )

=: s

is one. By Lemma 1.6,

|oc>

1

y/n-r+X'

We now wish to show that \sn-r+i\ = l|s||oo • Since VVr = VQQTVT = VVT,

the determinant of each r-by-r submatrix of V is equal to the determinant

of the corresponding r-by-r submatrix of V. Consequently, |det(^2])| =

maxi<;<p |det(^)l » where i?(K) = {Vx, ... , Vp} is the set of all r-by-r subma-

trices of V . Notice that |det V[2]\ = \s„-r+x\- |det V[2](X')\. If |s„_r+i| / l|s||oo ,

there must exist s¡ (1 < i < n - r + X) such that |s,| • |det ^2](l')l > |det f^2]| ;
this is a contradiction.

Now we proceed to prove the inequality (2.1). Let G = (ñ2V)(ñ2V)T =

ñ2VVTUj be the r-by-r principal submatrix of VVT = VVT = ñwTUT at

the lower-right corner. It is easy to see that det(tr) = (det(fi2K))2 = 5^_r+1 •

(det V[2](V))2 , and det(G(l')) = (det ^2](1'))2 • Thus we have

(2.2)
det(C7(l'))

det(G)
< «-r+1

Jn-r+l

Since we can always permute any row of U2 V to its first row without changing

its determinant, we can replace G(X') by G(i') in (2.2), and the lemma is
proved.   D

Theorem 2.2. T^or any matrix A e Rmxn (m > n) and any integer r (0 < r <

«), there exists a permutation matrix U e P„ such that the diagonal blocks of

R = ( q1 Ä12 ) . the upper triangular factor of the QR factorization of AU with
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Rxx e Rrxr, satisfy the following inequalities:

(2.3)
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and

(2.4)

11*22lb < y/r{n - r) + min(r, « - r)ar+x(A),

1
Omin(*ll) >

-MA).
y/r(n -r) + min(r, « - r)

r«e permutation matrix U is obtained by selecting an (n - r)-by-(n - r)
submatrix of V2 having the largest determinant in absolute value among all such
submatrices of V2, and permuting it to the bottom of the matrix UTV2 . Here,
UTAV is the SVD of A, and V2 is formed by the last (n - r) columns of the
orthogonal matrix V.

Furthermore, if A has numerical rank r, then the QR factorization of AU is

guaranteed to be an RRQR factorization of A.

Proof. First, assume that n € Pn is an arbitrary permutation such that AU =

QR is the QR factorization of AU.
Let

(2.5) UTV =
Hi

Lnj [VXV2] = =:W = Wxx    Wl2
w2l   w22

"n}Fi  u]v2
LUJVX   u\v2

where W22eR{n-r)x{"-r).

According to the C-S decomposition theorem [11, p. 77],

(2.6) (TminiWn) = amiD(W22) =: p.

We now wish to determine a lower bound of p when we choose n such that

(2.7) |det(nTK2)|=    max   |det(F2')|.
v¡e3'(V2)

Notice that p ^ 0 in (2.6) for the choice of n in (2.7). Now, by well-known
adjoint matrix formulas [13, p. 20],

(2-8) \\W¿\\2 < \\W-% = n£(WjW2-2% = £^P,
(=1 i'=i

where G = W22W2\ . From Lemma 2.1, with n as chosen in (2.7), we have

(2-9) g^gft < fr-,)—«fr*"W < (.-r)(r+l).
1=1

det G

Having thus proved

(2.10) p>

we easily conclude that

(2.11) p>

det G

X

,/(n-r)(r+xy

X

y/r(n-r+ X)

is also true for the same n chosen in (2.7), since by the C-S decomposition
theorem we have

|det W22\ = |det Wxx\=   max   |det(F/)|.
v;e&(v2)
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Thus, inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) are proved by applying Theorem 1.5.  The
final conclusion is immediate from Definitions 1.1 and 1.3.   D

The proof of Theorem 2.2 makes it clear that the permutation n which
guarantees an RRQR factorization of A can also be obtained by selecting an
r-by-r submatrix of Vx having the largest determinant in absolute value among
all such submatrices of Vx, and by permuting it to the top of the matrix nTFi,
where the columns of Vx are the right singular vectors of A corresponding
to singular values 0\,... ,or. Moreover, according to the C-S decomposition
theorem, the permutations, obtained by inspecting the values of determinants
of submatrices of Vx or V2 in this way are the same.

In Theorem 2.2, we have established the following lower bound for the func-

tion /(«, r) in general:

X(n,r) = x(n, « - r) >
y/r(n - r) + min(r, « - r)

This bound is sharp in the sense that when r = « - 1 or r = 1 the bound is the
exact value of /(«, 1) = X/y/ñ; that is, Corollary 1.7 is a special case of this

theorem. While there is still room for improvement in other cases, the bound

is sharp enough for our purpose.
It is interesting to note the relation between the smallest singular value and

the absolute value of the determinant of an r-by-r submatrix of a matrix with
r orthonormal columns. In Theorem 2.2 we actually proved that, when a sub-
matrix of an orthogonal matrix has maximum determinant in absolute value,
its smallest singular value must be relatively large. In §3 we present some com-

putational results illustrating this fact.
Finally, we point out that the columns of the matrix V2 may be replaced by

any orthonormal basis of the numerical null space of A without invalidating

Theorem 2.2 (see Remark 3).
As we mentioned in §2, an RRQR factorization of A can be defined using

other matrix norms. The following existence theorem for RRQR involves the

Frobenius norm.

Theorem 2.3. For any matrix A e Rmx" (m > n) and any integer r (0 <

r < n) for which ar(A) ^ 0, there exists a permutation matrix U such that

the diagonal blocks of R = (R^ *12 J, the upper triangular factor of the QR

factorization of AU with Rxx e Rrxr, satisfy the following inequalities:

(2.12) \\R22\\F<V(h^r)(r+X)Or+x(A),

(2.13) \\R^x\\f < j(r(n-r+\))/Or(A).

Proof. First, assume that n e Pn is an arbitrary permutation such that .411 =

QR. Let V be the orthogonal matrix such that

h2
VTATAV= ■. =Z2,
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where the a¡ are the singular values of A with ax > a2 > ■ • ■ > an . From

22 = VTURTRUTV
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(2.14)

we see that

Thus,

(2.15)

where

(2.16)

= vTu(Rll   °\(Rn   Rl2\UTV
V      \R]2   Ojio      0 )n V

-TK2 4)(2 ¿)"'^

■vm(\
0     0
0   Rj2

0     0
0   Rr¿

uTvyo.

'r+l

-W22Rl2R22W22t0,

UTV =
ni
ni [VXV2] =

njvx u]v2
u\vx u\v2

=:W = Wxx    WX2
W2X   w22

with Wxx elrxr.

Now (2.15) can be written as

<r2+xw-Tw2-l-RT22R22y0.

Here the invertibility of U2 V2 = W22 is guaranteed by our choice of II later in
(2.17). Since the diagonal of a positive semidefinite matrix is nonnegative, we

have
(*L*22)¡/ < ((W22W2T2)-l)u • o2+x(A)

det(G(iQ)  ,
det(G)     r+l (A), i= 1,...,«- r,

where G = W22 W2\. The equality above is obtained by invoking well-known

adjoint matrix formulas [13, p. 20].
It follows immediately that

\\R22fF<(n-r)   max (RT22R22)U
Ki<n-r

< (« - r)
maxi<K„_r(det(C7(i/)))j2

(A).det(C7) r+x[

Applying Lemma 2.1, we know that we can always choose Ue P„ such that

(2.17)

to make

det(n¡F2) =: det(ry22) = max(UT2V2)

maxl<,■<„-r(det(C7(t,)))

det(G) -^-r-i;-

Hence, (2.12) is proved.
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On the other hand, from (2.14) we have

nTvi2vm=(R"Rn  *)
\      * * /

If we partition UTV as in (2.16), it follows that

Wxh

\

4)
Wx\ + WX2

Jr+l

WlT2 = RTuRxx

°\)

Consequently,

and, in particular,

*ii*.i - Wxx

M

V
wztoil c v,

O})

R\xRii-o}(WxXwx\)yo.

Therefore, Rxx is nonsingular, since ar^0. It follows [13, p. 471] that

1 W-TWt-R7,lR7?hO.T2"ll 11 "11    -

Here again, our final choice of n in (2.19) guarantees njFi to be invertible.
Using Lemma 2.1 and arguments similar to those used to prove (2.12), one can
also prove that

niRx                  iip-1112 ^-   rnaxi<Kr(det(77(//)))       1
(2-18) WRn\\F<r-^77)--^Jy

where H=WXXWX\.

Applying the C-S decomposition theorem to (2.18), we can easily show that
det(Kii) = det(n|Fj) - detinj^) = det(H^22) for any Ue Pn. Thus, when

we choose a particular fi e P„ such that |det(njF2)| = maxne/>„ |det(n2F2)|,

as was done in proving the inequality (2.12), the same permutation matrix U
will also guarantee that

det(niFi) = max|det(niF,)|(2.19)

By Lemma 2.1,

(2.20)

Substitution of (2.20) into (2.18) then proves the inequality (2.13).   D

det#(/')   ,
max —-—j^-r- < n-r + 1
i<i<r   det77

3. Numerical examples

In this section, we provide some examples to illustrate our existence theorem
by exhibiting the relations between the various key values we have discussed

so far. All numerical computations were done on a Sun-3/80, using MATLAB.
We present two examples: Kahan's example, and a rather general random ma-
trix. For each example, we construct a matrix with known numerical rank r
and known right singular vectors corresponding to singular values ar+x, ... , <rn
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which are near zero. According to Remark 1.2, there is a total of C(n, r) dif-
ferent permutations we must consider. On the horizontal coordinate axis of

Figures 1 and 2, each positive integer represents a permutation. For each per-
mutation n, we exhibit four different values: ||*22||2, ^min(*n) > |det(n2rF2)|,

and o-min(UjV2) (see (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5)). These four values will be consid-

ered as functions of the permutations (represented by integers), and they are
represented by four different curves in the figures. To visualize the relation-
ship between these four values, we order the permutations so that the value

of jdet(njp2)| is a monotonically nondecreasing function of the permutations.
For illustration, the "machine" precision is p = 0.0001.

Example 3.1. Let Kn(c) el"x" be an upper triangular matrix defined by

Kn(c) = diag(X,s,...,sn-x)

X-c-c ...    -c
X -c ...    -c

X ...    -c

1

where c2 + s2 = X.

This is a counterexample given by Kahan [14], which shows that the QR
factorization algorithm with column pivoting strategy does not always produce
an RRQR. In Figure 1, we choose A = #50(0.2) to illustrate our theorem. From
computation we have 050(A) = 0.000091 and a^(A) = 0.41124. It is clear
that the numerical rank of A should be 49 if p = 0.0001. Now we consider
the QR factorization of AU, where II e P50 . As indicated in Remark 1.2, we
need only to consider 50 different permutations in order to get the possible 50
different pairs of values of ermin(*ii) (curve (A)) and ||*22||2 (curve (B)). We
order these permutations such that the value of |det(njv„)| = OminilTJv,,) =

|(nTv„)| (curve (C)), where v„ is the right singular vector corresponding to
the smallest singular value of A, is a monotonically increasing function of the

permutations, when the permutations are numbered by the positive integers on
the horizontal axis. With the permutations so arranged, it turns out that the
integer / on the horizontal axis in Figure 1 represents the permutation that
permutes the (« - i + l)st column of A to the last column and keeps all other
columns in their original order. For example, from Figure 1 we see that the

"most" rank-revealing QR of A is obtained by permuting the first column of
A to the last column and moving the remaining columns one column to the

left. In this case, H.R22II2 = \r¡o,5o\ = 0.00017, and amiD(Rxx) = 0.41124 (the
corresponding theoretical bounds in Theorem 2.2 are 0.00064 and 0.05816),

and according to our definition we have an RRQR of A . For this permutation,

the value of |det(n2rv„)| reaches its maximum, 0.55277. It is interesting to note
that the triangular matrix A itself, represented by 1 on the horizontal axis in
Figure 1, is the "most" "non-rank-revealing" case among all the 50 cases, where

||*22||2 = |'*50,5o|=5"~1 =0.36783 and amin(Rxx) = 0.00011.
It is also worth noting that all the curves in Figure 1 are monotonie. Thus,

when the value of Ide^njv,,)! = o-min(Uj\n) (curve (C)) increases, the value

of omin(Rxx) (curve (A)) also increases, and the value of H.R22II2 (curve (B))
decreases. Therefore, the corresponding QR factorization of AU gradually
becomes a rank-revealing one.
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20 25 30

permutations

Figure 1. Kahan 's example

50

Figure 2. Example 3.2

Example 3.2. Let A e R50xiQ be given by

(3.1) A = Q50 ßlO,

300

where I = diag(2,2,2, 1, 1, p, p, p, p, p) with p = 0.0001, and Q„ e
Wxn (n = 10, 50) are randomly generated orthogonal matrices. For this ex-
ample, there is a total of 252 permutations represented by the integers on the
horizontal axis in Figure 2. Again, all the permutations n are so ordered
that the corresponding value of |det(IIJI^)| (curve (D)), where the columns
of matrix   V2  are the right singular vectors associated with singular values
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rj6 = . •. = oxo = P, is a monotonically nondecreasing function of the permuta-
tions represented by integers. Curve (A) in Figure 2 is the value of amin(U2V2),

curve (C) the value of amin(*n)> and curve (B) the value of 5||)?22||2. In

this example, none of the curves is monotonie except curve (D). However, if

one ignores the local oscillation, these three curves are "globally" monotonie.
Globally, when curve (D) (|det(nj^)|) increases, curve (A) (omin(UjV2)) also

increases, and the corresponding QR factorization of AU becomes more rank-
revealing as a result of the increasing gap between ffmXn(Rxi) and ||*22||2- It is

interesting to note that when the permutation is chosen so that |det(njK2)| =

0.24714 reaches a maximum, am¡n(UjV2) = 0.47453 also reaches a maximum.
(While this result is not always true, we found it to occur very frequently
indeed.) For this permutation (represented by 252), HÄ22II2 = 0.00021 and
ffmin(*n) = 0.56699, while the theoretical bounds in Theorem 2.2 are 0.00054
and 0.18257, respectively.

4. Concluding remarks

(1) In this paper, we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1. A matrix A eRmxn (m > n) has numerical rank r if and only

if there is a permutation Ue Pn such that AU = QR is an RRQR factorization
of A.

Moreover, the permutation n can be obtained by inspecting the determi-
nants of certain submatrices in V, whose columns are the right singular vectors
of A. That is, if any orthonormal basis of the numerical null space of a matrix
A is known, Theorem 2.2 suggests a completely reliable algorithm to find an
RRQR factorization of A. Because it is costly, however, this algorithm has
more theoretical than practical value.

(2) It is clear that Theorem 2.2 also provides a completely reliable algorithm
for solving the so-called "subset selection" or "column selection" problem [11,

p. 571; 10, 20]. In comparison with the algorithm recommended in [11], our
algorithm is not too expensive, since the first phase of both algorithms is to find

the SVD (or at least the partial SVD [21]).
(3) Theorem 2.2 essentially provides the estimation of the largest possible

gap between the corresponding values of ffmin(*ii) and ||*22||2 in terms of a

given gap between any two adjacent singular values of a matrix A, regardless
of whether the latter gap actually means a "numerical rank" or not.

Appendix. Proof of Lemma 1.8

Let Sjj and fiy with (S¡j > p¡j) be the squares of the two singular values
of Vjj, the submatrix formed by the rth and ;'th rows of V e <fn, 2. Let
VVT = C. We know that

(A.1) trace(C) = 2

and that

(A.2) £   det(C(//)) = 1,
l<i<j<n
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where C(ij) = (c" C'J) are the principal submatrices of C. Clearly,

(A.3) C(ij) = VijV?j.

Thus, we have, for each pair (i, j), X < i < j < «,

(A.4) Sij + pa = cu + Cjj,

(A.5) Sij>fiij = det(C(ij)).

From (A.4), (A.5), and (A.2) we have

(A.6) £   Sij(cii + Cjj-Sij) = X
l<i<j<n

and

(A.7) J2   ViAc" + cn - Pa) = l ■
l<i<j<n

If we let Xij denote either p¡j or <5,; in (A.6) and (A.7), we can rewrite

these relations as

(A.8) £    Uj-CJi^l)2-    £    (^V + i=0.
l<i<j<n ^ ' i<i<j<n V '

By using (A.l), (A.2), C = CT, and C2 = C, it is easy to show that

£   (cn + Cjj)2 =    Y,   (cu + cjj) + 2   ]T   CaCjj
l<i<j<n 1<'<7<« l<i<j<n

= (n-l)¿c?+2ll+   £   cu

= («-l)£4 + 2-£4 + 2
¡=1 1=1

= (n-2)¿4 + 4.
¡=i

Applying (A.9), we can rewrite equation (A.8) as

(A.10) £   (Xij-S¡1^mY = (^.\±4.
l<i<j<n V / \ /  ,=i

Define vectors a, x e Rc("'2) by

(cn +C22   Cn +C33 Cb-i,b-i +cn,w

v     2      '       2      '•"" 2

and

(A.ll) x = (xxx, xx2, ... ,x„-x<n),

where the double subscripts are lexicographically ordered. Then (A. 10) can be

written as

(A.12) ||x-a||2 = r,        r =

ME4.
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Consider now the following optimization problem:

(A.13) min     (||a||2-r).
*-L Ew c"=2

Applying the Lagrange multiplier method, we have (for fixed i)

df     1_1_1^

dCii = 2VZ((Cil + Cjj)/2)^{Cii + Cjj)

Vn~=2   1 1 .        .

2     2 ^ÍY¡Lc2i

or [(« - 2)p - q]cu = A - 2p for each /', where

From (A.9) we know that (n-2)p-q^0, and (A. 13) attains its minimum at

cu = 2/n, /=!,...,«. The maximum value of (A.13) is

v (-\2'-^EI ví2V =       ^

However, we have

v^
X 2>    »2-   X-a 2 = llall2-''>

\/2n -2 + \Jn-2 '

and consequently

for any V e <?„,2 such that ||x - a||2 = r. Thus,

(A.14) minllxlU >\U- ^\f^)

for any V e (fn¡2 such that ||x - a||2 = r.  In particular, when x¡j = p¡j =

o~min(Vij), (A.14) is true.
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